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Abstract: This study investigates the relations between the Arab tribes that inhabited Palestine and Trans
Jordan during the periods of the Frankish (Crusader) occupation of the Levant, the Ayy bid State and the
Mamluk State. The study reveals the role of these tribes in these relations, on the one hand and the
displacement and mutual movement of the people of these two regions, despite their blood ties, on the other
hand. The importance of this study stems from the fact that its subject has not been thoroughly and clearly
discussed, to the best knowledge of the author of this paper.
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INTRODUCTION Bani Lam from Tai, who resided in Transjordan and had a

Bil d Al-Sh m (The Levants or Historical Syria) had of the Mamluk period. It was also said that the village of
been administratively divided differently during the Bayt Lam in Al-Khalil area was named after them.
different periods of the Islamic history. Immediately after This study aims at displaying the role of the
the Islamic conquest, it was divided into five major areas relationship among the tribes in these two areas.
called Ajn d which, these were: Hims, Damascus, Jordan,
Palestine and Qansarin. In the Mamluk period, it was Palestine and Transjordan from the beginning of the
divided into six major areas; each of those areas was crusaders occupation till the end of the Mamluk era.
called Niyabah or Mamlakah (kingdom), these were:
Damascus, Aleppo, Hamah, Tripoli, Safad and Al-Karak. During the crusaders occupation, a great change
Two new Niyabah were established these  were:  Gaza occurred on the demographic structure of the inhabitants
and Bayt-Al-Maqdis. Despite this division, Palestine and of the south of Bil d Al-Sh m (The Levant) - Palestine
Transjordan formed a unified geographical area and Transjordan, this happened as a result of deporting
throughout their history; in addition, the demographic its residents and forcing the Arab tribes to sign
structure of the Arab tribes which inhabited these two agreements accepting the crusaders domination on the
areas were distinguished by the deep blood relations area; In addition, there had been a change of the trade
among those different tribes in both Palestine and routes connecting the levant with Egypt and Al-Hijaz
Transjordan who came from the Arabian Peninsula; for (Arabian Peninsula). This is why Sal h al-D nAl-Ayyo bi
example, the tribe of Ban  Jurm who belongs to Bani Tai, encouraged people from the Arab tribes and Kurds to
who  inhabited the area from Gaza to Transjordan. settle in the liberated areas.
Another example, was Al-Masa'id tribe which belonged to In the Mamluk period, several reasons provided
Bani 'Atia and which inhabited Al-Karak area as well as access tp reciprocal migration between the two areas
Al-Khalil and Bayt-al-Maqdis. Moreover some tribes used which are the subject of study. Among these factors are:
to migrate both ways. For example, Al-Ka'abneh tribe who the Mongol invasion, Taimourtouk invasion, the civil
resided in Al-Khalil area and whose origin goes back to strife and robbery that spread among the Arab tribes and
Bani Sakh tribe in Trans-Jorand. Another example was the weakness of the Mamluks and emergence of a political

profound effect in its history, particularly towards the end
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role for the Arab tribes, particularly during the second This administrative division remained untill the
Mamluk  era.  On  the  one  hand,  this  study  is  important beginning  of  crusades when the crusaders occupied
because it sheds lights on the Arab tribes migration Bayt-Al-Maqdis in (3 Sha'ban 493 AH/ 15 of July 1099 CE)
waves from Palestine to Transjordan and vice versa and and chose Godfry of Bouillen as a governor. The
on the other hand, the topic of this study has been governors of Bayt-Al-Maqdis shrived to dominate over
investigated precisely and thoroughly before. Transjordan for its importance to defend Palestine in

Administrative Division till the End of the Crusaders control over trade routes [8]. This is what explains the
Era: After the Islamic conquest, Bil d Al-Sh m (The successive military campaigns they launched against this
Levants or Historical Syria) was divided into four area [9] and the great pressure they imposed on heads of
administrative units called Ajn d, these were: Homs, tribes (Shuy kh Al-Qab 'el) in Transjordan to give
Damascus, Transjordan and Palestine. Another one was presents to crusaders and to sign agreements as a
initiated called Jund Qinsar n [1]. As indicated by the recognition commitment of the crusaders occupation to
geographical sources [2], Jund Palestine included several this area.
areas located to the south of Trans Jordan till Aqaba ana The heads of tribes were forced to sign such
Rafah in the south. agreements to save the lives of their people and to protect

As for JundAl-Urdun (Jordan), it included the areas their trade caravans [10]. Moreover, the crusaders forced
on both sides of the Jordan River from Jabal Al-Shaik some of the Christians to migrate from Transjordan to
(Al-Shaikh Mountain) in the north to the Dead Sea in the Bayt-Al-Maqdis [11] and some of Al-Ramlah residents to
west to Horan and Al-Sham Deseret in the east; moreover migrate to Transjordan [12].
each Jund was divided into smaller administrative units One of the results of the crusaders occupation to
each called "k rah" [3], as indicated by geographical Transjordan was the establishment of a feudal system [13]
sources [4]. whose governors managed to dominate over all the areas

During the time of Al-Ikhshidiyah State (322-357 in Transjordan[14] and to merge the Hebron feudalism
AH/933-968CE), new administrative changes occurred in with it including all the southern area of Palestine [15].
Bilad Al-Sh m; that is some parts of Jund Al-Urdua and This can be supported by what has been mentioned in
Al-Balq ' Governorate were joined to Jund Palestine so various historical documents that the governor of
that Jordan Valley from the borders of Bi snk rah in the Transjordan Renaud de Chatillon was the governor of
north to the Dead Sea in the south became part of this both Transjordan and Al-Khal l (Hebron) [16], which
Jund [5]. As a result of these changes in Ikhshidiyah indicates clearly the mergence between the two
period, which lasted until the emergence of the F timids feudalisms. It is likely that this mergence first occurs with
State, the Jordan River became the eastern border of Jund the marriage of Stephanie of Milly, the heir of Transjordan
Palestine and the valley west (Al-Gha r) of the river feudalism and Humphrey III, the governor of Tibn n,
became part of Jericho; Therefore, the Dead Sea and whose  father Humphrey II was the governor of Al-Khal l
whole area on both sides of WadieAraba became (Hebron) feudalism in addition to Tibn n. Therefore, this
administratively controlled by Jund Palestine [6]. marriage made close connections between the feudalisms

In the first half of the fifth century CE/ twelfth on addition to giving birth to Humphrey IV. When his
century CE, Al-Jarrah tribe dominated over Jund Palestine father died Humphrey IV was still legal minor and;
and parts of Jund Al-Urdua; in addition to the K rah of therefore, his mother Stephanie became prince regent [17].
Mu'ab and The Mountains of Sharah so that only some As a result, he inherited Al-Khal l (Hebron) feudalism,
strongholds remains under the F timids control. It was Tyre, Shuqa f, Tibn n, Hun n, B nyas with all annexed
only until the fifth decade of the fifteenth century that the provinces. He inherited these areas from his grandfather
F timids State was able to restore its control over the area Humphrey II in addition to Transjordan which he inherited
and Al-Jarr h tribe was forced to retreat to areas such as from his grandfather Phillip and his mother Stephanie [18].
Al-Balqa', Mu'ab and the Mountains of Sharah. Later on, This again means that Transjordan merged with Al-Khal l
the Turkm n tribes were able to dominate over the (Hebron) area under the rule of Humphrey IV and after the
strongholds of Al-Jarr h tribes in Al-Balqa' area. They death of the grandpa King Baldwin  IV  forced  Humphrey
also dominated over Palestine and Transjordan so that the IV  to    abandon  the lands  located  in  the  Tyre  area  if
F timids State could not regain its authority in the area he  wanted  to reserve.
until one year only before the arrival of the first crusade Transjordan and Al-Khal l (Hebron) [19]. Then,
campaign to Jerusalem [7]. Stephanie got married to Renaud de Chatillon and he

general  and  Bayt-Al-Maqdis  in   particular  and its
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became as the husband of his mother, mandat or on of feed and pasture. The Crusader kings were able to
Humphrey's feudalisms in Al-Khal l (Hebron) and extend their control over the Bedouintribes, forcing them
Transjordan until he reaches the legal age [20]. to pay financial fees for free use of pastureland and

Another result of the crusader's occupation to moving within the borders of the Kingdom. However, the
Transjordan was that they were able to overcome the revenues collected from the Bedouintribes in eastern
problem of lack of residents in the city of Bayt-Al-Maqdis. Jordan were the property of the King of Jerusalem [30].
In the year 509 AH/ 1115 CE, Baldwin I brought a great These  revenues  seem  to  have  been rewarded so that
number of Assyrian Christians to reside in Bayt-Al- the  king of  Jerusalem  would  retain  them  for  himself.
Maqdis. William of Tyre commented on that saying: In recognition of the extent to which the services could be
"Homes were inhabited and flourished in it" [21]. These provided by the Franks, the feudalism sought to benefit
were  resided  in  private  quarters of their own of which them. That's what is clear from what Islamic sources
the quarter of Al-Masharqa became the most famous. pointed from Sal h al-D nattacking Karak and Shawbak
Worth mentioning here, is that those people used to live in the year (568 AH / 1172 CE) and evicting a group of
in Bayt-Al-Maqdis before the Crusaders invasion, but Arabs who were descending on its land. They were
they fled to Egypt and the areas near the Dead Sea [22] as transferring the news to the Franks, from that including
a result of the invasion. When they were brought back, the Tha‘lbah tribe which was important in the crusader
they came with their families, herds and cattle as stated by crusade because of the role it played that they were which
the historian William of Tyre [23]. Later on, in the year 515 was important in the crusader crusade because of the role
AH/ 1121 CE, the king of Bayt-Al-Maqdis, Baldwin II it played that they in achieve its own interests and goals.
attacked Jil' d area and destroyed the Castle of Jerish Ibin Fadl Aalh Al-‘Amri (d. 749 AH / 1348 CE) said about
[24]. That :they were "hands with the Frankish against

As indicated by some European sources, the Muslims" [31] and if they raided the country and their
relationship between these Christians and Baldwin goes evidence on the Muslims, so Sal h al-D n looted them and
back to the period when he first occupied Transjordan killed some of them and evacuate the remaining of them
[25]. They operated with him by introducing worthy From the land of Karak and wrote to No r Al-D n Zenk
information about the geographical elevations of the area [32].
to facilitate his mission [26].

Although the migration of Assyrian from Transjordan The Ayy bid Period: After the liberation of Karak and
to the Kingdom of Bayt-Al-Maqdis had some advantages, Shawbak from the Franks, Sal h al-D n al-Ayy bi gives
it also had disadvantages. One of these disadvantages them feud to his brother the King Al-‘Adel and imposed
was the change in the demographic structure of the area; on him every year six thousand Ghararah of wheat to
this change affected productivity since the inhabitants Jerusalem [33].
used to rely mainly on farming and agriculture and there After the death of Sal h al-D n in the year (589 AH/
was lack in the number of workers after the arrival of new 1193 CE), his sons and brothers was disagreed about the
immigrants [27]. authority.In the year (596 AH /1119 CE), King Al-‘Adel Al

The Frankish takeover of eastern Jordan and their Ayy bi was able to seize the regime and appointed his
arrival in Aqaba have had a negative effect on the Arab son King Al-Mu‘adham ‘Issa as a ruler of some of the
convoys' traffic. The Franks have controlled the road areas he was subjected to, including Damascus, the
between convoys between Sham, Egypt and Al-Hij z, Coast, Ghor and Palestine, including Jerusalem, Shawbak
forcing these convoys to take faraway routes to avoid the and Karak. Moreover, Al-Mu‘adham ‘Issa was
areas controlled by the Franks. The sources point to the considered Karak as a Headquarter for most of the areas
hardships that the pilgrims have encountered as a result under his rule [34].
of the behavior of this road [28], as pointed out by the On the 12  of Sha‘b n (626 AH /6 July 1229 CE), the
historian Ibn Jubayr on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land Emirate of Karak Ayy bid emerged under the reign of
through the city of Ayyab, saying: King Al-Al-N sir D woud. The Emirate included the

"May Allah guide pilgrims from them by building the eastern part of the present Jordan, in addition to Nablus,
way to his forbidden home, which is the way from Egypt Jerusalem and Al-Khal l (Hebron) [35]. Among the most
to ‘Aqabat Ayla (‘Aqaba; Eilat), to the holy city" [29]. important works of King Al-N sir D woud was the

The establishment of the Kingdom of Jerusalem and liberation of Jerusalem in the year (637 AH / 1239 CE),
then the feudalism of TransJordan later contradicted with after the king Al-K mil had handed them over peacefully
Bedouins (tribes) roaming and their movements in pursuit [36], but King Al-N sir D woud in the year (641 AH / 1243

th
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CE), by agreement with Al-S leh Ism ‘ l handed over conflict with the Franks. After the death of Sultan
Jerusalem to the Franks once again. However, once again, Najmuddin Ayoub (d. 647 AH/1249 CE), the Mamluks
Najm al-D n Ayy b with the help of Al-Khwarzmiyah in appointed ‘Izz al-Din Ayb k a price (Sult n), but he was
the year (642 AH/1244 CE), returned it back [37]. killed by a plot fabricated by his wife Shajar Al-Dur.

But Al-khawarizmeyah who were working for Najm al- Sultan Qutuz took over the Sultanate for about a year
D n Ayo b captured most areas of Palestine and the (657-658 AH/ 1259-1260 CE), during which he could
valleys. However, only Karak and Al-Balqa' and Sallat defeated the Mongol army in the Battle of ‘A n J l t on 25
and ‘Ajl n remained in the hands of N sir D woud [38]. Ramadan (658 AH / 1260 CE), but Sultan Muzaffar Qutuz

Then Al-khawarizmeyah returned to the alliance with was assassinated by Sultan Al-Z hir B b rs during his
Nasser N sir D woud , the ruler of Karak, who with their return from ‘A n J l t to Egypt. He was appointed and
help took control of the Jordan Valley, Nablus, Jerusalem took over the Sultanate in 658 AH/1260 CE and he had
and Al-Khal l (Hebron) for another time, but the forces of benefited from the ending the rule of the Ayy bid role in
Egypt, which was ruled by Najim al-D nAyo b, restored the Bil d Al-Sh m (The Levants or Historical Syria), thus
all areas of Karak from N sir D woud N sir on the 17  of this lead to the unification of Egypt and the Bil d Al-Sh mth

Rab ‘ II. (642 AH/1244 CE), to remain subordinate to (The Levants or Historical Syria)under the rule of the
Egypt until the control of the Mamluks on these areas Mamluks.
[39].

The Ayy bid era is characterized by a movement of Mamluk Period: The Mamluk division of Bil d Al-Sh m
people between Jordan and Palestine. After the liberation (The Levants or Historical Syria) to six major areas; each
of Jerusalem from the Franks, Sal h al-D n worked to of those areas was called Niyabah or Mamlakah
encourage the population to settle in liberated areas of (kingdoms), these were: Damascus, Aleppo, Hama, Tripoli,
Palestine. Safad  and  Karak  and then they initiated Gaza and Bayt

He encouraged groups of the Bani Hassan tribe living al-Maqdis. The Damascus prosecution included central
in  eastern  Jordan  to move to the Jerusalem area and Syria, parts of Palestine and northern areas of
settle in their villages. They settled in nine villages, these TransJordan [43].
were: S ba, Al-Walaja, Al-Maliha, Shurf t, St f, Bateer, The eastern part of Jordan in the Mamluk period was
BaytSaf f  and Khirbat al-L z [40]. divided into two parts: the first is the southern part, the

On 1  of Muharram (616 H / March 19, 1219), the great kingdom of Karak and the northern part follows thest

King Al-Mu‘adham ‘Issa al-Ayy bi destroyed the walls Kingdom of Damascus. It includes the ‘Ajl n and Balq '
of Jerusalem in the midst of a wave of condemnation of its and Governorates and the area of Jordan Valley [44].
people who became vulnerable to homelessness and At the beginning of the Mamluk era, Al-Khal l
women went out and the elders and children to the (Hebron) was feud to Karak deputy. In (661 AH /1263
courtyard (Sahat Al-Har m) crying and weeping. CE), Al-Z hir B b rsfeud it to Prince ‘Izz al-DinIdm r al-
Therefore, the people left their belongings and furniture Dh her , deputy of Karak, then he took it away from it
and reached Al-Karak and Damascus and some of them and gave it to the new Karak deputy, Prince ‘Alaa Al-
even reached Egypt [41]. D nIydik n al-F khr . This comes as extension of what

The historian Abu Sh ma al-Maqdis  describes the prevailed during the Crusades where Al-Khal l (Hebron)
situation in Jerusalem after the destruction of the walls. was a part of the Karak princes [45].
"People were disturbed and Jerusalem was at all The army of the Emirate of Al-Karak took part in the
conditions of architecture and big numbers of people ... military actions against the Franks in Palestine. In 663 AH/
and there was disorder in the country as if it is the day of 1265 CE,  Al-Z hir  B b rs  moved  to  Karak  and ‘Ajl n.
Resurrection. So they filled the Rock and the Rock yard, He went out to besiege the fortress of Arsuf on the
… They left their money, belongings and their families. Palestinian coast and occupied it with his forces in
They aspired for the rule of the Franks become ... They Jumada al-Ula (663 AH/1265 CE) and he sent them
went too Egypt and some to Karak and others to handcuffed to Karak [46].
Damascus [42]. The army of Karak, under the leadership of B b rs al-

Ayy bid state suffered from weakness and division Diwid r [47], deputy of Karak, in the conquered of Acre in
due to the differences between the sultans and the (690 AH/1292 CE), who said: "It was made of antlers,
Ayy bid princes and the conflict over power and useful machines, hard-working men, archers, stones,
governance in the context of the continuing military invaders and carpenters." [48].
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At the end of the Mamluke era, they did some Al-Sh eikh al-Im m Za n al-D n 'Abed Al-s lam bin
administrative changes upon the Niyabat (kingdoms) at ab  Bakir al-Rid  al-Karak  (d. 897 AH\ 1492 CE) [58].
Palestine and Jordan, they included Karak kingdoms to Q d al-Qud h Badr al-D n ab  'Abd ll h
the Niyabat of Palestine under of one prince rule.In the Muhammad bin 'Abd ll h bin Ahmad al-Hak r  al-
year 912 AH/1506 CE), Karak included the Jerusalem Salty al-Sh fi'  (d. 708 AH\ 1309 CE) [59].
Prosecution and in 916 AH / 1510 AD, he was appointed Al-Q di B rh n al-D n ab  Ish q Ibr h m bin Shams
to the Vicariate of Safed. She remained until 918 AH /1512 al-D n Muhammad bin Q d  al-Salt al-Sh fi'  [60].
CE), when she was again brought to the Gaza Prosecution Al-Sh eikh Shams al-D n ab  'Abd ll h Muhammad
(age 922 AH/1516 CE) [49]. bin Nasr ll h bin Jibril al-Karak  al-Sh fi'  [61].

This was meant to bring more than one state to one Al-Shaeikh al-S lih 'Omar bin H tem al-'Ajl n  (d. 845
prince. The first to introduce this phenomenon was Sultan AH\1422 CE) [62].
Gh nswah al-Gho r  (906-922 AH/1501-1516 CE). On 18 Al-Shaeikh Shih b al-D n abi al-‘Ab s Ahmad bin
Jumada II 916 AH/September 22, 1510 CE), Gh nswah al- Shams al-D n Ab  'Abdull h Muhammad al-Salty al-
Gho r proved Prince J n Barad al-Ghaz l  (922 AH/1516 Sh fi'  (d. 852 AH\1448 CE) [63].
CE), as a deputy of Safad and appointed him in the same Al-Shaeikh al-‘Al mah B rh n ab  Ish q Ibr h m al-
time a deputy of al-Karak and then he collected to him 'Ajl n  al-Sh fi'  (d. 887 AH\ 1482 CE) [64].
three  deputies  under the administration of one deputy. Q di al-Qud h ‘Alaa al-D n ab  al-Has n ‘Al  bin
He was granted the position of prosecutor for Prince Shams al-D n Muhammad al-H shim  al-M lik  al-
D l t Ba  al-A‘m sh and made him a deputy in both the Asil al-Mashh r (well known) bi ibn al-Mizw r [65].
Gaza, Jerusalem and Karak offices [50]. Ibr h m bin Ahmad bin Has n al-‘ Ajl n al-Maqdis

The Mamluk era witnessed the migration of a number (d. 885 AH\1481 CE).
of scholars from eastern Jordan to Palestine to work in its
mosques and schools. The following table illustrates During the Mamluk second period, the population of
these scholars: the region was displaced due to various reasons. The

Has n Badr al-D n al-Shakl  al-Karak  (d. 842 AH/1438 belonged to Gaza- was due to the invasion of Taymorlank
CE). [51]. to to Bil d toSh m (The Levants) in 803 AH/1400 CE,
S lem bin Sa' d Am n al-D n al-Hisb n  (d. 808 when they fled to Horan area and settled in the cities of
AH/1405 CE) [52]. Irbid and ‘Ajl n [66]. The historian Bader Al-D n Al-
Burh n Ibr h m bin Muhammad bin 'Isa bin 'Omar bin ’Ain , speaking of the devastation that took place upon
Ziy d bin al-Sh eik Abi Ish q al-Dimashq  al-Ma'ruf Bil d to Sh m (The Levants) during the invasion of
(well known) bi Ibn Khat b 'Athraa (d. 825 AH\1421 Taymorlank as saying: "As for the fear that took place
CE) [53]. and the evacuation of its inhabitants ... Jerusalem, Nablus,
Al-H fid T j al-D n Muhammad bin N sir al-D n Gaza, Bisan and ‘Ajl n" [67]. Furthermore, it is clear that
Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Muslim bin 'Al  bin a number of Palestinians was migrated to TransJordan as
Abi Al-J d al-Karak  al-Ghar byl  (d. 835 AH\1431 a result of the events sedition (fitna) witnessed by the
CE) [54]. city of Al-Khal l (Hebron), in 878 AH / 1473 CE and in the
Al-Sh eikh Shar f al-D n Yahya bin Ahmad bin 'Omar era of the Mamluk sultan Al-Ashraf Qayetb y signed an
bin Y sef bin 'Abdull h bin 'Abd Al-Rahm n bin intrigue between the Tam my n Al-Dariy n and the Kurds
Ibr h m bin Muhammad bin ab  Baker al-Ta khi al- in Al-Khal l (Hebron) and led to the deaths of eighteen
Hamawi al-Karak  al-Mawlid al-Q hir  (born in Cairo) people, which led Al-Ashraf Qayetb y to send Prince
al-Shafi'i al-Ma'r f (well known) bi ibn al-'At r (d. 358 ‘Al B y Al-Kh sk  to investigate the matter. He went to
AH\1449 CE) [55]. Jerusalem and from there to Al-Khal l (Hebron) and was
Q di al-Qud h 'Em d al-D n ab  'Isa Ahmad bin 'Isa accompanied by the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques
bin M sa al-Karak  al-Sh fi'  (d. 810 AH\1398 CE) (Jerusalem and Al-Khal l "Hebron") (N zir Al-Haramayn
[56]. Al-Sharifayn) N Sir Al-D n Al-Nash shib  and Shaeikh al-
Al-Q di 'Iz al-D n 'Abed Al-Sal m bin D woud bin Isl m  Kam l  al-D n  ibn  Abi  Sharif  and  al-Sh fi‘   judge
'Othm n bin 'Othman bin 'Ab s al-Salty al-Maqdis ) Shih b ibn ‘I bah and al-Hanaf  judge Kha r al-D n ibn
al-Sh fi' al-Ma'ruf (well known) bi al 'Izz al-Maqdis ‘Umr n and they wrote a record of the killings and looting
(d. 850 AH\1446 CE) [57]. [68].

migration the children of Ghazz w  (Ghazz w  tribe), whom
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It appears that the Sultan Al-Ashraf Qayetb y  did Muhammad Ibn Qal w n, ordered the deputy of Gaza the
not stop by that, but he calling the elders of Jerusalem prince Sunjur Al-J ' l  to put an end to their movement.
and Al-Khal l (Hebron) and ordered the arrogance of Al-J ' l  faster by force of ten thousand knights and
some dignitaries and the imprisonment of others and the besieged them for 20 days and then conquer it after killing
evacuation of others and ordered to celebrate everyone 20 rebels, he did not suffice by that, but he followed them
who participated to other places where some Tam m in their mountainous areas. His soldiers recruited many
moved to Karak [69], this confirms by Ihs n Al-Nimr, who spoils after dispersing them and then he put a number of
said  that  in 878 AH /1473 CE, the war broke out between forces in the area and locked back to Gaza [79].
the Tamimi and the Kurdish lines in Hebron and in the In the R b ' Al-Th n  (spring of the second) in the
aftermath the Tamimites dispersed in various areas, year 804 AH / 1401 CE, there was a serious dispute
including Karak and Nablus [70]. between Prince S rq, Deputy of Gaza and its Janitor

When talking about nomadic (Bidwins) tribes in (H jib) Sal msh and this dispute led to the war between
Jordan and Palestine in the Mamluk era, it should be them. It seems that Prince Jarkas, Deputy Karak joined
noted that Palestine and Jordan were the common home Prince Sal msh and the result of the fighting between
of many tribes and tribes that were constantly moving and them killed 10 people and wounded several others, Prince
moving from one location to another and therefore it is Jarkas took refuge and fled Prince Sal msh, who sought
difficult to limit them to this country or that. The most Prince Omar bin Fadl, the price of the tribes of Jurm
famous of these tribes were Ban ‘Uqba, Ban  Mahd , Ban against Prince S rq. He was arrested and killed and Gaza
Sakhir, Al Hiraa, Ban  Ghass n, Al-‘Amri n, was looted by the followers of Prince Sal msh and they
‘Urb n(Bidwins) al-Hassan and ‘Urb n (Bidwins)Al- wanted to burn it, but prince of Jurm prevented them and
Harbiyah [71]. The tribe of ‘Ayyedd was geographically save it from destruction [80].
distributed between Balb s in Egypt and Ayla and Karak In the same year (804 AH / 1401 CE) Azbak Al-
[72]. The sons ‘Uqba (Ban ‘Uqba) were their homes Diwad r and price Nawraz came out and from Damascus
stretching from Karak to the Hijaz border. The center of with forces to catch the Prince Yashbak deputy Karak
their stability was Karak but they extended their places for who brought together the Arab of Jurm with their prince
a long way the areas of al-Balqa' tel Al-Gha r (the valley) Omar bin Fadl and seeks to took Gaza and arrest its
and Hasb n in the north [73] And the Al-Mas  ‘ d tribe deputy, but Omar bin Fadl sent to Sal msh tell him about
from Ban ‘Uqba whose homes were from Karak to that, they came while the deputy ofGaza with those whom
Jerusalem and Al-Khal l (Hebron) [74]. The tribe of Al- with him was prepared and the fighting broke out between
Ka‘ bnah, residents of southern Al-Khal l (Hebron), them [81].
originated in the Ban  Sakhir tribe from the Transt Jordan In the year (825 AH / 1422 CE) the tribes of Ban  Jurm
[75]. The sons of (Al-Mahd  tribe) tribe were their homes threatenedfight them but he was defeated and a number
in this period was in al-Balqa' and another sect of Ban of his soldiers were killed [82].
Mahd  lived in the areas of Karak and some of its bellies In the year (849 AH / April 1445 CE) the conflict
lived in the Al-Karak region and other parts lived in the between Al-‘Ay d and Jurm took place, the duputy of
Middle and North of Al-Gha r ( the valley) [76]. Gaza prince Tukh Al-Muidy went out at the head of his

The tribes of Jurm and al-‘A‘ d lived in the Gaza area troops and he intervention alongside Al-‘Ay d despite
and  part  of them in the areas adjacent to Niy bit Gaza the warning of Ab  Tayy r Al-sh r the prince of Jurm who
towards Niy bit Karak [77] Prosecution and The sons of asked him to stand on the neutrality.Jurm won in this war
Sakhir (the tribe of Ban  Sakhir) were their homes in and the killing of Prince T kh andAl-Diwid r has been
Karak [78]. killed and Tough n, the deputy of Jerusalem was

The Mamluk era was witnessed movements of tribes wounded, which led to preponderance of Jurm where its
on both sides of the border and participated of the princes men took control of the Gaza Strip and Al-Ramlah, looted
of Niy b it and Niy bit Karak in addressing these tribes. passengers, cut off roads and the state and its deputies
In the year 717 AH / 1317 CE, Arabs of Karak of Ban lost their authorities in the area [83].
Nume r  and  Ban   Rab ‘ah built a stick of obedience to It appears that the Jurm tribe extended its influence to
the Mamluk Sultanate and took from the castle of Sala‘ the north of Palestine until it reached the Nablus area. In
(Al-Hab s) which located in W d  M s a center of their Safar (891 AH / 1486 CE), there was a great sedition
movement, in addition to the nearby mountainous areas (fitnah) between the Arabs of Jabal Nablus where  some
where they were holed up. The Mamluk Sultan, Al-N sir of them was killed, including Abu Bakr the  prince of Arab
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Jurm and Yusuf bin Jayyo s  one of Nablus prices lands of some villages in TransJordan in the Mamluk era
(Mash kh) [84] and on 7 March (899 AH / 1492 CE), Vice- was endow on the Al-Aqs  Mosque, the Ibr him Mosque
Sham Qansouh Yahyaou  travelled to catch the son and others on the shrine of the Prophet David. The village
helped a Prince N sir al-D n Muhammad ibn Ab Sa f of Al-Rabad belonging to ‘Ajl n was endow on the
spoiled the famous son of helped Ghazzaw  and the son Ibr him  Mosque in Al-Khal l (Hebron). In one document
of Ismail Sheikh Nablus area ‘Ajl n to Asaanhma and they of the Shari'a Court of Jerusalem that Judge Shams al-D n
came out of obedience to the Attorney [85]. al-Masr , the agent ofMustapha Chalab , the Custodian of

The last years of the first half of the eighth century the Two Holy Mosques (N zir Al-Haram m Shar f n),
AH / fourteenth birth of infertile abounded in which agree that there is in the protection of Sheikh Ahmad bin
Plagues, prompting some of the tribes of the Arabian Muhammed Al-Sam d  what related to the endowment
Peninsula, particularly Th‘labah migration to Palestine (waqf) of the Khalil al-Rahm n mosque from all the crops
where it entered in conflect with Jurm whic led by Ad  bin of the village of Al-Rabad which follow ‘Ajl n and
Fadl and many fought took place between the two tribes belonged to the endowments upon Al-Haram m from
and many people was killed. When Prince Baljak took over wheat, barley and the rest of winter and sumer and the
Gaza he conciliate to him Ad bin Fadl and supported him grain from olives and vineyards tax (Khar j) and the
against Th‘labah but Th‘labah fought him and break it Christians' poll tax (Jizyah) for the year (959 AH / 1552 CE)
crumb ugly and dragged him to their homes, but the price [87].
of Th‘labah Sunjur bin ‘Al  make them to leave him after In another document of the Shari'a Court, Muhammad
being robbed and exaggerated insulting and then released Chalab , the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques (N zir
him returned Baljak to Gaza, has strengthened intimates as Al-Haram m Shar f n), farm out what is going on in the
they took him from Asker Baljak. endowment (Waqf) our master Al-Khal l. All the village of

Then the agreement was signed on the appointment Al-Rabad, belonging to the ‘Ajl n Brigade and its lands
of Prince Sa f al-D n Dilang  on the deputy of Gaza The that includes the Plain and Awar and the legitimate rights
news reached him that the Al-‘Ash r ( the Bedouins) were for three years. (965 AH / 1558 CE), with a fee of six
gathering themselves and intended to loot Lod and Al- thousand dirhams and three hundred dirhams for the end
Ramleah again. He went to them and took them close to of the account for each year two thousand dirhams and
Lod. He went to them and met them near Lod. He contact two hundred dirhams and the tenant's abscess (Tribute)
and deceive them until about two hundred of their leaders Christians village [88].
presented to him then he captured them and return back Al-Z hir Baybars built the Mamluk Sultan Kh n in
with them to Gaza while their collection was dispersed. the city of Jerusalem. He was endow about it many

Shortly after that, Karak's deputy, Prince Qubl n al- endowments (Awq f), including one carat and a half of the
N sir , came to Gaza to fight against Ad  bin Fadl, the land of the village of Al-Tura in the north of Jordan and
leader of the Jurm tribe, until he presented him with his he make the proceeds of the endowments spend in price
vows.  Then  he sent him back to his family and the two of of bread and in repair of the shoes of those who are
them returned to his family. When Ad  bin Fadl came with returned from pedestrian travelers [89].
his cousins to congratulate Qubl n on the month of A number of sultans of the Mamluks endowments
Ramadan, But Prince Qubl n arrested Adi and his four (Awq fs), such as mosques, cemeteries, schools and
cousins and imprisoned them and wrote to Sunjur bin schools in the Jordan Valley, including Sult n Barq q,
‘Al , the Prince of Tha‘labah, that I had captured your were arrested in the villages of Nimr n and Al-Kafr n and
enemy to have a white hand. Sunjur bin ‘Al interpreted the Sultan Al-Z hir Beybars who endow many
this and arranged for Qubl n Al-Nzarene, whom he endowments (Awq f) in the village of Bayt R mah and
received and honored. His uncle was obliged to pay a Zah a Kh t n in the village of Bayt R mah and the prince
thousand and two hundred thousand dirhams and sent to Khushqum  who  endow  endowments  in   the  villages of
his people to bring them which pushing the brother Adi Ram n and Majd ‘spend from its proceeds on his school
to the revolution and wanted to attack Gaza, the prince of and mosque. The record (Daftar) (185) a number of
Gaza Prince Dalang  went to him distance from Gaza and endowments in the area of Karak was spent from the
fight him three days and killed on the fourth day with an proceeds on the Karak Mosque and the mosque of Al-
arrow injury [86]. S rim and on two schools and the room of the Prophet

The relations between TransJordan and Palestine (peace be upon him) and the shrine of Ja‘far al-Tayy r and
were solidify through the endowments (Al-Awq f). The the Rub t She kh Ahmad and the guardian of God and on
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the poor and poor fellow (Masak n) and those who return studied her elders, the guardian of the judiciary in
to Rub t and on those whom reading the Koran in the Salt, long time [99].
month of Ramad n [90]. Q di al-Qud h ‘Em d al-D n ab ‘Is  Ahmad bin ‘Isa

Prince Tankaz, the deputy of Q s riyya in ‘Ajl n, bin M s  al-Karak  al-Sh fi'  (741-801 AH\1340-1398
established Kh n and endow it on the Bim rist n CE), studied and studied in Karak, worked in
(hospital) that he established in Safad [91]. jurisprudence and other sciences and then went to

It  was  also  in  the  v illage of Kufranjah and the Cairo and heard the talk about the scientists and then
lands of the village of R jib and the village of ‘Anjarah went to He was appointed to the court in Egypt in
and  all  the lands of the village of Harr mah endows on 792 AH / 1389 CE and he taught jurisprudence in the
the tomb of the shrine of Prophet David in Jerusalem [92]. school of authority in Cairo and the H dith at the
It was an acre of the village of ‘Az n endowments on the Mosque of Ibn Tul n. He was strict in enforcing the
corner of the Prophet Moses (peace upon him) in right. In 799 AH / 1396 CE, He went to Jerusalem and
Jerusalem [93]. started teaching at the school of authority. He also

The scientific and cultural relations between Jordan began his sermon at Al-Aqs  Mosque and continued
and Palestine increased in the Mamluk era. A number of his two posts until he died (801 AH / 1398 CE) [100].
scholars and jurists whom born in TranstJordan and Ahmab bin Shams al-D n ab ‘Abdullah Muhammad
studied in Jerusalem and took up judiciary and teaching al-Salt al-Sh fi‘ was born in 776 AH / 1374 CE. He
jobs in it, from them: was born and raised in Salt and then moved to

Al-Shae kh al-‘Alim al-Im m al-‘Alim N Siral-D n poor. He went on to serve in Jerusalem for a long time
Mohammad bin Muhammad bin al-Ghar bil  al- in 852 AH / 1448 CE [101].
Karak , the viceroy of Karak, then he was dismissed Ahmad bin N sir bin Khal fa bin Faraj bin 'Abdullah
and settled in the city of Jerusalem. He died in 816 bin Yhaya bin‘Abed al-Rahm n al-Ba‘ ni al-Sh fi‘ ,
AH / 1413 CE [94]. was born in the village of Baouna from the work of
Burh n al-D n Ibr h m bin Muhammad bin 'Isa bin ‘Ajl n and then moved to Nazareth and stayed there
'Omar bin 'Z y d bin al-Shae kh ab  Ish q al-Dimashqi and  memorized  the  Koran  then  moved to Safad
al-Ma'ruf (well known) bi ibn Khateeb 'Athraa (d. 825 and from there to Damascus and studied the
AH\1421 AD, was born in ‘Ajl n and took over the jurisprudence, Then to Safed and settled there, in the
Shafa' district in Safad (795 AH / 1393 CE) and year 802 AH / 1399 CE, settled in the sermon of
continued his work until 803 AH / 1400 CE, then Jerusalem [102].
returned to the judiciary and then isolate [95]. Hajj  bin M s  bin Ahmad bin Sa‘ d bin Ghshum bin
Al-Q d B rh n al-D n abu Ish q Ibr h m bin Shams Ghazw n bin ‘Al  al-Sa‘d  al-Hisb n , moved from
al-D n Muhammad bin Q d  al-Salt al-Shafi'  was the Habban to Jerusalem and took the flag of the elders
executor of the Jerusalem district. Muj r al-D n al- and Fhaaha and save many books and then
‘Ulaim was appointed as a judge by King M ayyad introduced to Damascus read to the elders, died in
Shae kh in Jumada al-Awal, 818 AH / 1415 CE [96]. Damascus in 782 AH / 1380 CE [103].
Ibr h m bin M s  bin Bil l bin Mas‘ d bin al-Burh n Al-sh eikh al-Im m al-‘alim al-Rahm n Za n al-
al-Karak al-Sh fi' was a scholar of the seven D n‘Abedal-Sal m bin Ab  Bakr al-rid  al-Karaki al-
readings, jurisprudence and Arabic. He was born in Hanaf , was born in Karak and grew up and was on
Karak and studied there. He then went to Damascus, the doctrine of Sh fi‘ , introduced Jerusalem in 876
Bayt al-Maqdis and Hebron to seek knowledge [97]. AH / 1471 CE, moved to the Hanafi school and
Al-sh e kh al-'al mah B rh nal-D n ab  Ish q agreed in Jerusalem to Shseikh N sir bin Al-
Ibrah m al-‘Ajl n  al-Shafi' , described as a scholar Shannakeer was well-versed in the doctrine and
and fatwa, was one of the pillars of the Shaafa' s in issued for the fatwa and teaching in it. The people
Jerusalem, he went to Egypt and lived there until he benefited from it and the students studied it. He
died in 887 AH / 1482 CE [98]. studied at the Mu‘adhiyya school in Jerusalem until
Al-Sh e kh Shih b al-D n ab  al- al-‘Ab s Ahmad he died on 18 Rajab, 897 AH / 1491 CE and was
bin Shams al-D n ab ‘Abull h Muhammad al-Salt  al- buried in the Mamla cemetery [104].
Shafi'  (d. 16 Sh‘b n 852 AH\14 Tishr n al- wal 1448 Al-Qad ‘Izzal-D n bin ‘Abed al-Salam bin D wud bin
CE), studied his father, moved to Damascus and 'Uthm n bin ‘Abed al-Sal m bin ‘Ab s al-Salt al-

Jerusalem where he worked to seek knowledge of the
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Maqdis al-ma'rouf bi al-‘Izzal-Maqdis  (771-850 Al-Mu‘adil No r Al-D n ‘Al  bin Yah ya al-Aydon ,
AH\1369-1446 CE). He was born and raised in the Damascus residence and then departed to Jerusalem,
village of Kufral-Ma'a from the work of ‘Ajl n and where he lived a period of professional testimony,
then moved to Jerusalem in 787 AH / 1385 CE, where was a good line and knowledge of the term
he worked in science and memorized books in various documents and the judges of Jerusalem magnify him,
arts and read fiqh and authorized him to advise and died after the year 860 AH / 1456 CE [110].
teach. Then he went to Cairo to study science, He Q d al-Qud h ‘Alaa al-D nab  al-Has n ‘Al  bin
went to Damascus in 797 AH / 1394 CE, where he Shams al-D n Muhammad al-H shm  al-M lik  al-
studied Hadith, Fiqh and Arabic. In 800 AH / CE Karak who well known with "al-Mashhur bi ibn al-
1397 he went to Hajj and he heard from the scholars Mizw r. He took over al-Hisba in Nablus and took
of Mecca and Medina and then returned to over Gaza. He also took over Jerusalem in 864 AH /
Damascus. And more of the hearing and not satisfied 1459 CE [111].
with what he learned from the science and then return Al-Sh e kh al-'alim al-muhadith Taj al-D nMuhammad
to Cairo in 803 A,H / 1400 CE, Balq n  in the bin N sir al-D nMuhammad bin Muhammad bin
jurisprudence and Za n al-D n in the modern. Musalam bin 'Ali bin abi al-Jud al-Shaheer bi ibn al-

‘Izz al-Din taught in Cairo and studied modernity in 1432 CE), was born in (795 AH / 1392 CE) and requires
the school of aesthetics and jurisprudence in the school the sheikhs of the House of Jerusalem Sheikh
of Khurdubiyah and then moved to Jerusalem and studied Shae kh Shams al-Din Haraw  And Sheikh Shams al-
in the school authority and continued to teach until the D n al-Baramaw  and was famous for knowledge of
end of the year 838 A,H / 1434 A,D and then isolated from the talk and his men, has a share in the jurisprudence
it to return to teach in 840 A,H / 1436 A,D, was taught the and its origins and grammar and was a benevolent
Hadith and jurisprudence and assets And continued to religion did not accept the acceptance of jobs, went
study until his death in 850 A,H / 1446 A,D [105]. to Cairo to visit Al-Hafiz Ibn Hajar greatly praised him

‘Abed al-Min‘im bin bin Ahmad bin Muhammad al- Jerusalem in the year 810 AH /1407 CE [112].
Salt , born in 712 A,H / 1312 A,D, studied in Muhammad bin Muhammad bin ‘Abdull h bin
Damascus and Beit al-Maqdis and then  took  place Kha dar bin Sula m n bin D wod al-Balq w , studied
in Jerusalem. He was heard by al-B rh n al-Halabi in Damascus and took the science of its scientists,
and was reported by Abu H mid bin Dhuwayrah visited Jerusalem several times and read about its
[106]. scientists and took many jobs in Damascus and Cairo
‘Abed Al-Q dir bin Muhammad bin Jibreelal- [113].
Muhyawi al-‘Ajlun , he went to Damascus and took B dr al-D nMuhammad bin al-Burh n Ibr h m bin
the knowledge of its jurisprudence. He was a member Dhuha bata al-Salt , a member of the ruling regime in
of the government in ‘Ajl nand then took over its Nablus and then his ruler, moved to Damascus and
judges. He took over Jerusalem and then was died in 886 AH /1481 CE [114].
deposed. He died in 873 A,H / 1468 CE [107]. Al-Sh e kh Shams al-D nab  ‘Abdullah Muhammad
Al-‘Adel T j al-D n‘Abed al-Wah b bin al-Q di bin N sir bin Jibr l al-Karak  is one of the most
Burhan al-D n bin Q di al-Salt al-Sh fi‘  was one of prominent scholars of the Shafa‘  scholars in
the witnesses of the apostate witnesses in Jerusalem Jerusalem. He was one of the preachers and scholars
and then went to Ramleh. He lived in the private of the school of authority. He was present in
school until he died in 873 AH / 1468 CE [108]. Jerusalem within the year 830 AH / 1426 CE [115].
Al-Sh e kh al-Sufi Omar bin H tim al-Z hid, came out H roun bin ‘Isa bin M s  al-Sh bak , was deported
of the town of ‘Ajl n and introduced to the country to Hebron, settled and heard there and then worked
of Hebron, peace be upon him and landed in the in it. He died in Hebron in 849 AH /1348 CE [116].
corner of Sheikh Omar, the abstract and isolated in it Al-Sh e kh Sharaf al-D nAhmad bin 'Omar bin Y  sif
until the preservation of the Koran and then returned bin ‘Abdull h bin ‘Abed al-Rahm n bin Ibr h m bin
to his country ‘Ajl n and then went to Aleppo and Muhammad bin ab  Bakr al-Tan kh  al-Hamaw  al-
lived in it, Then he went to Mecca and moved to Karak  al-Q hiri al-Sh fi‘ (789-853 AH\1387-1449 CE),
Medina, died in 845 AH / 1441 CE [109]. was born in Karak and then moved to Cairo and

ghar bily al-Karaki al-Maqdis  al-Shafi‘  (835 AH /

and his son Shae kh N sir Muhammad, He lived in
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received the flag He read the Qur'an and worked in Isma`eel (732 AH/1332 CE, 2005.Tqweem Al-Buldan,
jurisprudence, Arabic and literature. Ibn al-‘Attar Beirut: Dar Sadir, p. 226; Al-Diweekat, Fuad
took over the sheikh of the Bastia school in Abedelraheem Hasan, 2005. Feudalism of Transjordan
Jerusalem in 841 AH / 1437 CE and he was appointed in the ear of the Crusaders war: (492-583h/1099-1187),
by Judge Za n al-D n Abed el-Basset Waqif [117]. unpublished doctoral thesis (Jordan, Al-Yarmouk

CONCLUSION 2. Al-Hamawi, Yaqut bin Abdullah (628 AH./1230 CE),

This study concludes with the following main Farid  `Abed Al- `Aziz, Beirut: Dar Kutub Al-`Ilmiyah
findings: (n.d). Vol. 1, p. 103; Abu Al-Fida, `Imad Al-Din

The Crusaders have changed the demographic Beirut: Dar Sadir, p. 226; Al-Diweekat, Fuad
balance of the population of South Sham (Palestine Abedelraheem Hasan, 2005. Feudalism of Transjordan
and East Jordan) by expelling the population or in the ear of the Crusaders war: (492-583h/1099-1187),
displacing some residents to new places, such as the unpublished doctoral thesis (Jordan: Al-Yarmouk
displacement of some residents of East Jerusalem to University, 2005), pp: 50-64.
Jerusalem and from Ramle to eastern Jordan. 2. Al-Baladhuri Ahmad bin Yahya (279 AH/892 CE),
The process of displacement of the population - in 1956. Futuh Al-Buldan, pp: 188-189, 194; Al-Y`qubi,
the study area - in the Crusader period has negative Ahmad Ibn Abu Al- `Abas Ibn Ishaq (284 AH./897
effects in that the majority of the population were CE), 1988.  Al-Buldan, Beirut: Dar Kutub Al-`Ilmiyah,
working in grazing and agriculture, their displacement 1988,  pp: 114; Ibn Khurdudabah, Ubaidallah ibn
has affected the agricultural sector in terms of Abullah(299  AH./912 CE), 1888. Al-Masalik wa
productivity, in addition to the control of the Franks al-Mamalik, Laiden: Brill press, pp. 78-79;Ibn Rusta,
on the city of Aqaba, Consequently, trade routes Ahmad bin Omar (from 3 century), 1988.  Al-A `laq
linking Egypt, the Levant and the Hijaz were Al-Nafisa, Beirut: Dar Al-Kutub Al-`Ilmiyah, pp: 78;
transformed. Al-Maqdisi, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad(380 AH./990
Sal h al-D n played an active role in the movement of CE), Beirut: Matba`at Brill, Laiden, 1909, Al-Muasasa
Arab tribes and others in the study area, on the one Al-`Arabiyah, 2003, Ahsan al-Taqasim fi Ma`rifat
hand committed to help him in the war of the Franks Al-Aqaleem,  pp: 154-155, 178-179; Al-Idrisi,
and encouraged them to settle in liberated areas to Muhammab bin Muhammad bin `Abdullah (560
the other side. AH./1166 CE), 1989. Nuzhat al-mushtaq fi Ikhtiraq
In the Mamluk era it was difficult to limit the Arab Al-Afaq, Beirut: `Alam Al-Kutub, 1: 95; Al-Hamawi,
tribes or their proportion to this country or that op. cit. 4: 274.
because Palestine and East Jordan was a common 3. Al-Hiyari, Mustaf, 2012.  "Jund" Al-Urdun.
home of tribes and clans that were always moving Al-Dustour daily newspaper, Jordan, January 28.
and moving from one location to another. 4. Al-Baladhuri, op. cit. p.123; Ibn Khurdudabah, op. cit.
In the Mamluk era, the Karak, Damascus, Gaza and p.78; Al-Y`qubi, op. cit. p. 327; Al-Maqdisi, op. cit. p.
Jerusalem deputies participated in disciplining the 192; Al-Idrisi, op. cit. Vol. 1, p. 377 ; Al-Hamawi, op.
Arab tribal movements which had a significant impact cit. Vol. 1, p. 148; Ibn Shadad, Mohammad bin Ali bin
on the deterioration of the economic situation due to Ibrahim (684 AH./1285 CE), 1992. Al-A `laq
their looting and attacks on the Hajj and Egyptian Al-Khateera fi Dhikr Umrara Al-Sham wa Al-Jazeera,
pilgrimage convoys and commercial convoys in the Damascus,  French   Institute   for   Arabic  Studies,
region. 2: 124-151.
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